I. INTRODUCTION A. Motivation
Ordinary differential equations (ODEs) play a crucial role in all areas of science and technology because they help in understanding diverse physical phenomena. Hence different aspects of ODEs have been studied over the past three centuries or so [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Inspired by the work of Abel and Galois, Sophus Lie [1-3] was interested in developing a general theory for the integration of ODEs. He started a new area which is now called as the symmetry analysis of differential equations in which he investigated the continuous groups of transformations that leave the differential equations invariant and showed that all the integration methods for ODEs can be obtained from his theory. Lie gave a classification of ODEs in terms of their symmetry groups, thereby identified the full set of equations which can be integrated or reduced to lower order equations by his method. Since then several contributions have been made on symmetry group classification of ODEs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Over the years several generalization of classical Lie method have also been proposed in order to explore more generalized symmetries to establish the integrability of certain nonlinear dynamical systems. Notable extensions/algorithms constructed in this direction are (i) contact symmetries, (ii) potential symmetries, (iii) λ−symmetries and (iv) telescopic symmetries and so on [3-8, 17, 18] . In this paper we consider only Lie point symmetries associated with the given nonlinear ODEs.
Recently, three of the present authors and Bindu [19] have studied the Lie point symmetries of a nonlinear Liénard type equation with a linear velocity (ẋ) term,
where f (x) and g(x) are arbitrary smooth functions of x and over dot denotes differentiation with respect to t, and identified several interesting integrable and linearizable equations. In their two part analysis, the authors have isolated equations that admit one and two parameter Lie point symmetries, in the first part, and identified equations that admit maximal (eight parameter) Lie point symmetries symmetries in the second part. They have also proved the integrability of all the equations obtained in their analysis either by providing the general solution or by constructing a time independent Hamiltonian (Liouville integrable). The linearizing transformations and the general solutions for all the identified linearizable nonlinear
ODEs in this class have also been given.
Very recently, the present authors [20] have carried out Lie symmetry analysis of a quadratic (inẋ) Liénard type equation
where f (x) and g(x) are arbitrary smooth functions of x. We have identified and classified all the specific equations belonging to the class (2) which admit one, two, three and eight parameter symmetry groups and explored the dynamics associated with them. We mention here that certain equations which we have identified as linearizable/integrable through Lie symmetry analysis have also been investigated in other perspectives. For example, the modified Emden equation (MEE) with linear external forcing,ẍ+3xẋ+x 3 +λ 1 x = 0, has been studied in detail and shown to admit certain remarkable properties, including (i) amplitude independent frequency of oscillations and (ii) non-standard Lagrangian/Hamiltonian description.
Besides the above, Lagrangian multipliers, integrating factors, λ−symmetries, exponential nonlocal symmetries and Darboux polynomials have also been explored for this nonlinear ODE [21] [22] [23] [24] . The isochronous systems that admit Lie point symmetries in the class (2) have also been considered earlier in the literature [25, 26] . Some notable equation that belongs to class (2) 2 + x − ax 3 = 0 and so on. Interestingly the ML oscillator, eventhough it admits only one Lie point symmetry it has been proved to be linearizable through nonlocal transformations. Due to its unusual property the underlying equation has been studied by many authors at the classical as well as quantum levels.
A wide range of investigations carried on certain ODEs, such as the generalized MEE equation and Mathews-Lakshmanan (ML) oscillator equation which are captured by group invariance properties motivates us to classify/identify linearizable and integrable nonlinear
ODEs of a general mixed quadratic-linear (inẋ) Liénard type equation [25, 26] A(ẍ,ẋ, x) ≡ẍ + f (x)ẋ 2 + g(x)ẋ + h(x) = 0,
where f (x), g(x) and h(x) are arbitrary functions of x and overdot denotes differentiation with respect to t, which is much more challenging than the study of (1) and (2) . One can observe that (1) and (2) are subcases of (3) . Infact, Eq. In this paper, by developing a rather general approach, we systematically identify and classify all the equations, belonging to class (3), which admit one, two and eight parameter Lie point symmetry groups, from a group theoretic point of view and explore the dynamics associated with them. We also show that there exists no ODE which admits three parameter Lie point symmetry group, when both f (x) and g(x) are nonzero in (3).
B. Outcome
After performing an in-depth analysis we conclude that the general form of linearizable equation belonging to the class (3) should be of the form
where k 1 , k 2 , k 3 and k 4 are constant parameters. We not only present the eight Lie point symmetries of this equation but also report the associated two time dependent integrals of motion and the invertible linearizing point transformation for (4) which takes the later into free particle equation, from which the general solution is also obtained. The linearizing transformation which we report here is new to the literature as far as we are aware of. We note here that the Lie point symmetries of Eq. (4) are in a complicated form (vide (71)) below. Since it is very difficult to construct the linearizing transformations from the Lie point symmetries itself we employ another method which was advocated recently by Chandrasekar et al which in turn provides the linearizing transformation in a very straightforward manner [22] .
We then focus our attention to lesser parameter symmetry groups, that is, one and two parameter Lie point symmetry groups and identified the general equations that are invariant under them. We also show that system (3) does not admit three parameter point symmetry groups, eventhough the subcase (2) do admit such symmetries. We identify the following set of equations which admit two parameter symmetries, namely
where g 1 , h 1 , λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are constants. We also report the Lie point symmetries of these three equations. To prove the integrability of Eqs. (5)-(7) we transform them into certain known integrable equations. It has already been proved that the transformed equations admit time independent conservative Hamiltonian description. In other words, these three equations which admit two parameter symmetries are Liouville integrable, after suitable transformations. Finally, the full equation (3) itself with arbitrary forms of f (x), g(x)
and h(x) admits an obvious one parameter symmetry group, namely the time translational symmetry.
C. Methodology
In the course of identifying linearizable/integrable equations belonging to the general class of Eq. (3) through Lie point symmetry analysis, more importantly, we develop a systematic procedure to integrate the complicated system of determining equations in order to identify maximal/non-maximal Lie point symmetries. The procedure developed in the paper appears to be new to this kind of problems and applicable to a wider class of equations including the equations (1) and (2) which we have investigated earlier. We develop this procedure to overcome the obstacle in integrating the determining equations for the infinitesimals, ξ and η. In the present study, it is very difficult to integrate the determining equations due to the presence of three arbitrary functions f, g and h involved in them. To confirm whether this system of equations will provide nontrivial solutions or not, to begin with, we investigate the integrability of this system of equations. By imposing the compatibility between the equations we end up at two equations both of them containing the infinitesimal symmetries ξ and η and their first derivatives only (which we call them as auxiliary equations). These two equations have some common coefficients. We then solve these two equations algebraically to obtain two integrability conditions for the determining equations, namely
where the expressions for L 1 , L 2 , M and N are given below in Eqs. (22), (23), (24) and (25), respectively. From our analysis we conclude that one can integrate the determining equations under both these conditions.
We then analyze these two integrability conditions in detail. We observe the first integrability condition constitutes the linearizability criteria (L 1 = 0, L 2 = 0) for Eq. (3) under invertible point transformation. Since any linearizable second order nonlinear ODEs admits maximal number of Lie point symmetries (which is again confirmed by the non-vanishing of the expression M and N that is M, N = 0) we conclude that one can get maximal number of Lie point symmetries when we integrate the determining equations by imposing these conditions. From the expressions L 1 = 0 and L 2 = 0 we fix the explicit form of g and h in terms of f . The associated nonlinear ODE is given above in Eq. (4).
We then move on to analyze the second integrability condition, namely ξ and η vanishes and the overdetermined system of PDEs will provide only lesser number of Lie point symmetries. We expect that this procedure which we have developed in this paper can lead to a wider application.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we find the determining equations for (3) . Using a set of rather general self consistency criteria, the general form for the maximal symmetry case is obtained in Sec. III and the corresponding symmetries are obtained. In
Sec. IV, we discuss the integrability aspect of the general form of equation obtained in Sec. III. A specific example of physical interest for the linearizable case will be discussed in Sec. V. The non-maximal case with all its subcases will be discussed in Sec. VI. In
Sec. VII, all the equations belonging to two parameter symmetry groups are obtained. The equivalence transformation for (3) is discussed in Sec. VIII. In Appendix A, we apply the self consistency criteria and derive the relationship among the functions f, g and h whereas
in Appendix B the first integrability condition is discussed. In Appendix C, we study the second integrability condition. Finally, we present our conclusion in Sec. IX.
II. DETERMINING EQUATIONS FOR THE INFINITESIMAL SYMMETRIES
Let Eq. (3) be invariant under an one parameter group of symmetry transformations,
where ξ(t, x) and η(t, x) are the infinitesimal point symmetry generators. An operator G given by
is said to be an infinitesimal generator of one parameter Lie point symmetry group of transformations for Eq. (3) iff
or equivalently
where
and
Substituting Eqs. (14) and (15) in Eq. (13) and equating different powers ofẋ m , m = 0, 1, 2, 3, to zero, we obtain the following set of determining equations,
where subscripts denote partial derivatives. Now, the four equations, (16)- (19) , for the two unknown functions ξ(t, x) and η(t, x) constitute an overdetermined system of equations.
Even then it is difficult to integrate these determining equations and obtain the explicit form of these infinitesimals ξ and η. To integrate these complicated overdetermined system of PDEs we deduce the integrability conditions by imposing the compatibility between the various Eqs. (16)- (19) . Consequently it turns out that one can integrate the system of Eqs.
(16)- (19) under the following two conditions only, namely (fuller details are given in the
where the functions L 1 , L 2 , M and N are given by
and N = η t η tt
Here P = 2η x + ξ t and Q = η x + 2ξ t . In Appendix A, the conditions (20) and (21) are deduced systematically. In Appendices B and C, the consequences of conditions (20) and (21) are respectively investigated.
After examining carefully the above two integrability conditions, we conclude that in the first condition one can get maximal Lie point symmetries (since the conditions L 1 = 0 and L 2 = 0 are nothing but the necessary and sufficient condition for the linearization of To start with we consider the case L 1 = 0 and
and N are given in Eqs. (22)- (25), respectively. Before integrating the determining Eqs. (16)- (19), we explore the form of g and h by solving the conditions L 1 = 0 and L 2 = 0.
Since we have two equations with three unknowns, f, g and h in these two expressions, we fix f as an arbitrary function and obtain g and h in terms of f . This in turn identifies the general ODE (3) which contains only one arbitrary function, say f (x). We then consider this equation and integrate the associated determining equations (16)- (19) and explore the infinitesimal symmetries ξ and η of it.
A. The General Equation
In this subsection we display the explicit form of the ODE (3) that admits eight Lie point symmetries.
To begin with, we recall the first condition L 1 = 0, that is g xx − f g x = 0, from which we
where k 1 and k 2 are integration constants. Substituting the explicit form of g in the second linearizability condition, namely L 2 = 0, we obtain an ODE for the other unknown function
Integrating (27) once, we get
where k 3 is another integration constant.
To proceed further we rewrite the above equation in the form
which in turn provides the explicit form of h by a straightforward integration. The explicit form of h is given by
where k 4 is a constant of integration.
Finally, rewriting Eqs. (26) and (30) in terms of f and then substituting them in Eq.
(3), we obtain the specific form of (3) which satisfies both the conditions (20) and (21) as
We will now prove that Eq. (31) is invariant under the maximal number of Lie point symmetries.
B. Eight Parameter Symmetries
In this sub-section, we prove that Eq. (31) 
where ℑ(x) = F (x)dx and F (x) = e f (x)dx . Here a(t) and b(t) are arbitrary functions of t.
Substituting (32) and (26) in (17) and integrating it twice, we get
where b(t), c(t) and d(t) are arbitrary functions of t. Substituting the forms of g, h and η, vide Eqs. (26), (30) and (33) , respectively, in Eq. (18) and then equating the various functions of f to zero we get the following two relations,
Again, substituting the forms of g, h and η from Eqs. (26), (30) and (33) in the last determining Eq. (19) and then equating the various functions of f to zero we get the following additional relations for the arbitrary functions a, b, c and d, namelÿ
...
Solving (34)-(38) one can obtain the explicit forms of the arbitrary function a, b, c and d which all constitute the infinitesimals ξ and η.
We solve the determining equations in the following way. From (34) and (38) we get
Now substituting the above forms of c(t) and d(t) and their derivatives into (36) and (37) and simplifying them we arrive at two coupled ODEs which involve only the functions a and b, that is
Using (41) we can express certain derivatives of a interms of b, that is
Substituting (43) into (42) and rearranging the latter we get
Introducing db dt = P , where P is the new dependent variable, (47) can be rewritten as
Equation (48) is a sixth order linear ODE with constant coefficients whose solution can be found in the following way. Since (48) contains constant coefficients, a general solution of this equation can be written in the form
where b i ′ s, i = 2, . . . , 7, are integration constants and m i ′ s, i = 1, . . . , 6, are roots of the characteristic equation
Now choosing m 2 = χ, we can rewrite the sixth power polynomial equation (50) as a cubic polynomial equation in χ, namely,
Introducing a transformation
in (51), the later equation can be brought to the standard form
where the new constants, p and q are related to the old constants, a, b and c, by the following
The cubic equation (54) has one real root and two complex conjugate roots, namely
so that the roots of (51) can now be expressed using the relation (53), that is,
From the identity m 2 = χ we are in a position to write down the six roots of (50), that is,
where again for simplicity we introduced the constants C and D which can be fixed from the relation
Equation (59) furnishes the six roots,
With the help of these m i ′ s, i = 1, ..., 6, a general solution for (48) can be written in the
where b i ′ s, i = 2, . . . , 7, are integration constants and α 1 = m 1 , whereas α 2 , α 3 are the real and imaginary parts of m 3 , namely
From the identity db dt = P the function b(t) can be deduced easily by integrating it, that is, as
where b 1 is an integration constant. Once b(t) is known the function a(t) can be fixed from the relation (46) as
+b 5 e α 2 t (β 3 sin α 3 t − β 4 cos α 3 t) + b 6 e −α 2 t (β 5 cos α 3 t + β 4 sin α 3 t)
where a 1 is an integration constant and N 2 = (6k
For simplicity in the expression a(t) we have introduced the constants β i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5. These new constants are related to the old parameters through the following relations
With the above forms of a(t) and b(t), the function c(t) can be deduced using the relation (39) as
where again we have defined new constants γ i ′ s, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, just for simplicity as
Finally the function d(t) can be derived from the relation (40) by simply substituting the forms of a(t) and b(t) and their derivatives into it, that is,
+b 5 e α 2 t (δ 3 sin α 3 t − δ 4 cos α 3 t) + b 6 e −α 2 t (δ 5 cos α 3 t + δ 6 sin α 3 t)
Again for simplicity we have defined the constants δ i ′ s, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6, which can be related to the older parameters through the following relations,
Finally, substituting the forms of a, b, c and d into (32) and (33) we obtain the infinitesimal symmetries associated with Eq. (31) as
We note that in the above a 1 , b i , i = 2, ..., 7, are the eight integration constants arising while integrating the determining equations. These eight integration constants, as usual, fix the eight infinitesimal generators of the form
The generators X 1 , X 2 , ....., X 8 form an sl(3, R) algebra.
IV. INTEGRABILITY AND LINEARIZATION OF EQ. (31)
Here, in this section we study the integrability properties of Eq. (31) admitting eight
Lie point symmetries, with the help of the so called modified Prelle-Singer method [22] applicable to second order ODEs. This method helps to derive first integrals from which the general solution can be deduced and to establish complete integrability, which has been discussed in detail by Chandrasekar et al [22] .
A. Integrals of motion and general solution
Let us rewrite Eq. (31) in the form
where ℑ = f dx and F = e f dx . If Eq. (72) admits a first integral I(t, x,ẋ) = C, where C is a constant on the solutions, then the total differential can be written as
Now, Eq. (72) can be rewritten as
where we have added a null term S(t, x,ẋ)ẋdt − S(t, x,ẋ)dx to (72). Hence on the solutions (73) and (74) must be proportional. Multiplying (74) by the factor R(t, x,ẋ) that acts as the integrating factor for (74), we have on the solutions,
Comparing (73) with (75), on the solutions, we have the following relations
Applying the compatibility conditions I tx = I xt , I tẋ = Iẋ t , I xẋ = Iẋ x between (76), we get the determining equations for the null form S and the integrating factor R as
Solving Eqs. (77)- (79) in the same way as was done by Chandrasekar et al [22] , one can obtain two independent sets of expressions for S and R in the forms
k 1 e f dx dx + 3α + fẋ,
. Now, the integrals of motion for (3) can be obtained from the expression
as can be deduced by solving (76). Then the two time dependent integrals associated with (31) or (72) turn out to be
Note that from out of the two time dependent integrals (83) and (84) one can also obtain a time dependent integral I as I = I 2 1 I 2 , from which a time independent Hamiltonian can also be constructed.
Finally the solution of (3) can be written from (83) and (84) as
From (85) it is clear that if the form of the arbitrary function f is given then the general solution can in principle be obtained by carrying out the integral on the left hand side of (85).
B. Linearizing transformation
While it has already been proved that Eq. (31) admits eight symmetry generators and so is expected to be linearizable (see Appendix B), we need to identify the exact linearizing transformation for Eq. (31). We derive the linearizing transformation from the first integral. For the sake of completeness we briefly discuss the method of deriving linearizing transformation from first the integrals [22] .
Let us consider that there exists a first integral I = F (t, x,ẋ) for Eq. (31). Then we can rewrite this first integral by splitting the function F into a product of two functions as
From the above equation one can identify G 1 (t, x) as the new dependent variable and the integral of G 2 (t, x,ẋ) over time as the new independent variable. Then we can write
Correspondingly Eq. (86) can be written aŝ
whereÎ 1 as a constant. Hence, we have
which is nothing but free particle equation. Hence the new variables w and z provide a linearizing transformation that helps in transforming the given second order nonlinear ODE into a linear second order ODE.
Following the above procedure we can rewrite the linearizing transformation for (31) by rewriting the first integral given by (83) as
The linearizing point transformation for (31) will be then
so that , where λ is a parameter. In this case the exact form of Eq.
(31) turns out thaẗ
As the determining equations will be the same as given by Eq. (34)-(38), the forms of the functions a(t), b(t), c(t) and d(t) will also be the same. Therefore the infinitesimal symmetries associated with (92) can be obtained directly from Eq. (70), which lead to the eight infinitesimal generators. On the other hand following the procedure as discussed in the previous section one can obtain the integrals of motion and hence the exact solution for Eq.
(92) as 
Using this in Eq. (17) and integrating it twice, we get the form of η as
, ℑ = F dx and F = e f dx and c(t) and d(t) are arbitrary functions of t. Now, with the help of Eqs. (94) and (95), Eqs. (18) and (19) can be rewritten as
andc
respectively. It is to be noted that Eq. However, it has already been proved that a second order ODE admits only one, two, three, or eight parameter Lie point symmetries [2, 16] . The eight parameter symmetry has already been discussed in the previous section, where all the four functions a(t), b(t), c(t) and d(t) are nonzero. Now for the non-maximal case with b = 0, we explicitly show in the following that only one and two parameter symmetries exist when all the three functions f = 0, g = 0 and h = 0 and obtain their specific forms. 
Since g(x) is a function of x alone, we definė
where λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are arbitrary constants. It is to be noted that dividing by c or d in (99) does not correspond to any different set of equations as one can redefine the parameters and can return back to the original set of equations.
Then Eq. (98) can be rewritten as
where we have used the relationsȧ = λ 1 c,ä = λ 1ċ = λ 1 λ 2 c andḋ = λ 3ċ = λ 2 λ 3 c. Now, rewriting Eq. (100) in terms of f after using the forms of G 2 and G 3 , we get
Integrating the above equation once we obtain
where g 1 is an integration constant. It is to be noted that g 1 , λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are now system parameters as they are contributing to the form of g in (3).
Next, from Eq. (99) we can write the explicit form of the functions a(t), c(t) and d(t) for λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0 and λ 3 = 0 as
where a 1 and c 1 are symmetry parameters. Since λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 are system parameters appearing in the form of the function g in (102), from the above forms of a(t), c(t) and d(t),
we identify only two arbitrary parameters a 1 and c 1 as corresponding to a two parameter symmetry group. This implies that there exists no three parameter symmetry group for system (3). In the next section we will explore all the equations corresponding to two parameter symmetry group.
VII. TWO PARAMETER SYMMETRIES
Now, to deduce all the invariant equations belonging to (3) under two parameter symmetries we consider two possibilities (i) c = 0, a, d = 0 and (ii) c = 0, a, d = 0 and also the subcases in both of them. As noted above system (3) always admits translational symmetry and hence we do not take a = 0 (from (32) 
After analyzing these eight possibilities we find that separate study is needed only for two possibilities. These two cases are (i) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, λ 3 = 0, (ii) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, λ 3 = 0.
The rest of the cases are either subcases of these two cases or they belong to a subcase in the linearizable case, so there is no need to discuss these cases separately. Now, each of these two possibilities are discussed separately in the following.
With λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, λ 3 = 0, the form of the g is given by Eq. (102). Now, solving (99) for λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, λ 3 = 0, we get the explicit forms of the functions a(t) and c(t) as given by Eq. (103) which leads to a two parameter symmetry group. Substituting the forms of a, c and d in (97), we arrive at the relation
Rewriting Eq. (104) in terms of f we get
Integrating Eq. (105) we get the form of the function h as
where h 1 is an integration constant. With the help of the forms of g and h [vide Eqs. (102) and (106)], Eq. (3) takes the form
Eq. (107) admits the following infinitesimal symmetries,
The corresponding infinitesimal generators are
To study the integrability aspect of Eq. (107) we introduce a transformation X = e f dx dx + λ 3 in it. Then (107) can be rewritten as
. Now, introducing a transformation
Eq. (110) can be transformed to the form
where α = f 1 and β = g 1 . 
where the corresponding canonically conjugate momentum is defined by
where r = α 2β(q+1) (α ± α 2 − 4β(q + 1), ω = (112) or (110) and so (107).
Example:
Let us consider the function f as f = 
where −λ 1 (k 1 + 1) = 1, g 1 = k 3 and
Substituting the form of g in Eq. (106), we get
where h 1 is replaced by k 4 for convenience. Hence with these forms of g and h, Eq. (3) takes the formẍ
The infinitesimal symmetries for (117) are
The corresponding infinitesimal generators are given by
Following the procedure as discussed in the previous section one can prove the Livoulle integrability of the above Eq. (117) which has already been done in Ref. 32.
(ii) Case 2 :
Earlier we considered λ 1 = 0 for deriving the form of the function f . Now let us consider the case λ 1 = 0. For this case the explicit forms of the functions a(t), c(t) and d(t) from (99) work out to be
where a 1 and c 1 are arbitrary parameters which lead to a two parameter symmetry group.
Substituting the forms of a and c in Eq. (96) we obtain the form of the function g as
where g 1 is a constant of integration. Now Eq. (97) can be written with the help of Eqs.
(120) and (121) as
Integrating (122) after substituting the form of g from (121) we arrive at
where h 1 is an integration constant. Now, with the help of these forms of g and h [vide (121) and (123)], Eq. (3) takes the form
which is invariant under a two parameter Lie point symmetry group with infinitesimal symmetries,
The corresponding infinitesimal generators read as
Introducing the transformation X = e f dx dx + λ 3 in (124), we geẗ
The integrability of Eq. (127) can be proved in the following way by following the procedure discussed in Ref. 29 .
Let us consider a linear ODE of the form
where α and β are arbitrary parameters. Now, introducing the nonlocal transformation (128) can be transformed to the form Example:
For f = k 1 and λ 3 = 0, the form of g can be written from (121) as
where k 2 = g 1 + 2λ 2 ln k 1 and the form of h(x) can be written from (122) with the help of (130) as
For convenience let us consider −2k 1 λ 2 = k 3 . Then above equation can be written as
Now, Eq. (3) takes the form
The infinitesimal symmetries from (125) turn out to be
The infinitesimal generators read as
Introducing the transformation x = X + A, (133) turns out to bë
The general solution of (136) can be obtained as discussed in the previous section. 
Eq. (137) can be rewritten as
Since g has to be a function of x alone, we definė
Note that the case d = 0, c = 0, corresponds to the one parameter symmetry group a = a 0 , which we have considered already. Then with the help of Eq. (139), Eq. (138) can be rewritten as
Rewriting Eq. (140) in terms of f we get
The above equation can be integrated to get the solution for g as
where g 1 is an integration constant.
Now to explore all the equations belonging to this class we consider the possibilities (i) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, (ii) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0, (iii) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0 and (iv) λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0. We find that the cases (ii), (iii) and (iv) are either subcases of case (i) or they belong to linearizable cases. Hence we need to study only the case (i) separately.
Solving Eq. (139) for λ 1 = 0 and λ 2 = 0, we get the forms of the symmetry parameters
where a 1 and d 1 are constants of integration, which lead to a two parameter Lie point symmetry group. Substituting c = 0 and using Eqs. (139) and (141) in Eq. (97), we get
Integrating (144) we arrive at
where h 1 is a constant of integration. With the forms of g and h [vide (142) and (145)], Eq.
(3) takes the form
which admits the infinitesimal symmetries
The associated infinitesimal symmetry generators are
Introducing now the transformation X = e f dx dx in (146) we geẗ
Interchanging the coefficients λ 1 and λ 2 for each other and then replacing the coefficient λ 1
, we arrive at the equation
The intregrability of the above equation has been discussed in Ref. 32 but for the sake of completeness we briefly discuss its here. Introducing the transformation U = x − t one can rewrite (150) as
Eq. (151) can be rewritten as
where f (U) = e −λ 2 U andg 1 = −λ 2 g 1 . Eq. (152) admits a time independent Hamiltonian for all values of f 1 and g 1 . The respective Hamiltonians are
where the canonically conjugate momentum is defined by , g 1 = k 1 , h 1 = k 2 and λ 3 = 0, Eq. (146) takes the form
The infinitesimal symmetries for this case is
and the associated infinitesimal generators are
The integrability of (155) can be studied in the same way as discussed in the previous section.
VIII. EQUIVALENCE TRANSFORMATION
Finally we consider equivalence transformations associated with (3). Let us consider a set of smooth, locally one-to-one transformations T : (t, x, f, g) −→ (T, X, f 1 , g 1 ) of the space R 4 that act by the formulae
An equivalent transformation of Eq. (3) is an invertible transformation that converts Eq. 
In this case Eqs. (3) and (159) and the functions {f (x),g(x)} and {f 1 (X),g 1 (X)} are equivalent.
Substituting the transformation (158) into Eq. (159) we get
where the subscripts denote partial derivative with respect to that variable. Equating the coefficients of different powers ofẋ n , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, we get
Solving Eqs. (161)- (163), we get the forms of the functions f 1 , g 1 and h 1 as
Substituting the values of f 1 , g 1 and h 1 from Eqs. (165)- (167) in Eq. (164) we arrive at
As F x G t − F t G x = 0, we get the condition as
It is difficult to solve (169) to get the general form for the function G and hence we have to consider the specific forms of F and G for simplicity. One of the possible solutions for the set of Eqs. (161)- (164) is of the form
where α, β, γ and δ are arbitrary constants. Substituting the above forms of F and G in Eqs. (161)- (164), we get the forms for the functions f 1 and g 1 as
Then the possible equivalence transformation is
With the help of (173), we can write down the equivalence transformation for the examples studied in non-maximal cases. For example, the equivalence transformation for (117) is given as
whereas for (133) the transformation is
The transformation for (155) can be written as 
ODE is yet another linearizable equation. Similarly in the category of integrable equations also while transforming them into some known equations we have noticed that they fall again into the Liénard type equation (vide (110), (127) and (150)). Thus we conclude that both the linearizable and integrable cases that admit Lie point symmetries in the family of Eq. Eliminating η xxt from (A2) and (A4), we arrive at
The expression which we obtained from the compatibility between Eqs. (17) and (18) contains the terms ξ tx and ξ ttx . Now, we express these two terms in terms of first derivatives.
To achieve this we differentiate (A1) with respect to x and obtain
We again replace the terms ξ xxt and ξ txtx which appear in (A6), in terms of their lower order derivatives by using Eq. (16), and then η xt by (18) and finally η xtx by (A2) so that Eq. (A6) now simplifies to
Differentiating (A3) with respect to x, we get 2η txxx + ηg xxx + 2g xx η x + 3h xx ξ x + g x η xx + 6h x ξ xx + 3hξ xxx + 2f xx η t + g xx ξ t +4f x η tx + 2g x ξ tx + 2f η txx + gξ txx − ξ ttxx = 0.
Substituting Eqs. (16)- (19) and (A4) in the above Eq. (A8) and simplifying the later, we
Eliminating the variable η xxtx in (A7) with the help of (A9), we arrive at
Note that Eq. (A10) which comes out from the compatibility of the Eqs. (17) and (18), with the help of appropriate usage other two Eqs. (16) and (19) in them, involves the infinitesimals ξ, η and their first derivatives η x , ξ x and ξ t alone. The coefficients of the derivatives of ξ and η now turn out to be functions of f, g, h and their derivatives.
To proceed further, we rewrite Eq. (A10) in the form
with P = 2η x + ξ t . We call Eq. (A13) as the first auxiliary equation.
(ii) Second auxiliary equation
We construct the second auxiliary equation by considering the compatibility between Eqs.
(17) and (19) . We then simplify this equation augmenting another equation which comes out from the compatibility of Eqs. (18) and (19) so that the resultant expression involves only ξ and η and does not contain any second derivatives. Now, let us differentiate Eq. (19) once with respect to x, which in turn yields
Repeating the differentiation one more time, we find
Substituting Eqs. (16)- (19) in (A15) and then replacing η xxt by (A2) and simplifying the resultant equation, we obtain
Next, we consider Eq. (A1) and differentiate it with respect to t, so that one has
Now let us replace the term η tt in the above Eq. (A17) by (19) and η xtt by (A14). As a consequence Eq. (A17) can now be brought to the form
The fourth derivative of η, namely, η ttxx , can be eliminated from (A16) with the help of (A18). The result shows that
The equation which arises from the compatibility of (17) and (19) contains both second and higher derivative terms. As in the previous case here also we try to formulate an auxiliary equation which involves first derivatives only. To achieve this task, we express the terms ξ tt , ξ tx and ξ txtt which appear in (A19) in terms of their lower order derivatives. We differentiate Eq. (A3) with respect to t and obtain an expression
Substituting Eqs (16)- (18) and (A14) in (A20) and simplifying the later equation, we get
To eliminate the term η ttxx in (A21) we substitute (A16) in the former. The result yields
Now, subtracting (A19) from (A22) we can remove the terms ξ tt and ξ txtt but the resultant equation involves the terms ξ txt . To eliminate this term we multiply (A5) by 2g and add the later one to the subtracted equation which in turn cancels the term ξ txt . The final expression obtained in this process reads
Eq. (A22) can be rewritten in a compact form
where L 1 and L 2 are given in (A12) and (A13) and Q = η x + 2ξ t . We call Eq. (A24) as the second auxiliary equation. This auxiliary equation which arises from the compatibility of both (17) and (19) as well as (18) and (19) involves only the infinitesimals ξ and η and their first derivatives. Interestingly, we observe that the compatibility conditions have now been written in a neater form and more importantly with two common coefficients, namely L 1 and L 2 . Now, we can solve these two auxiliary equations and formulate the integrability conditions for the determining equations.
(iii) Integrability conditions
We consider the auxiliary equations as two algebraic equations for the unknowns L 1 and L 2 . In other words we try to remove the terms L 1x and L 2x which appear in these two equations. We then solve the resultant algebraic equations and establish the integrability condition for the existence of symmetries.
Differentiating (A11) with respect to t, we get
and replacing the term L 1x by using (A11)again, Eq. (A25) can be brought to the form
Similarly, differentiating Eq (A25) with respect to t,
and then replacing L 1x in the resultant equation by (A11), we obtain another equation which involves only L 1 and L 2 that is
Let us also rewrite Eq. (A28) to be in the same form as that of (A26). Recalling the derivatives
we can re-express the first term in (A28) as
Similarly, we can also express the second term in (A28) in the form
With the help of (A31) and (A33), Eq. (A28) can be rewritten as
Upon solving Eqs. (A26) and (A33), we find that the solution exists under two conditions, namely,
By recalling the second auxiliary equation (vide Eq. (A24)) and proceeding in the same manner as we did above for Eq. (A11), we can derive the following two equations from (A24), namely
Upon solving these two equations, (A37) and (A38), we find that the following two conditions should be fulfilled in order to have non-trivial solutions, namely
where N is given by
Analyzing Eqs. (A34), (A35), (A39) and (A40), we conclude that one can integrate the determining Eqs. (16)- (19) and obtain for the ODE (3) nontrivial symmetries under the
We call these two conditions as the integrability conditions for the system of determining equations. The first condition says that both the expressions which involve arbitrary functions f, g and h (say L 1 and L 2 ) should vanish whereas none of the expressions which interconnects the infinitesimals ξ and η should vanish. From the second condition we infer that this should be in the opposite way. The expressions (M and N) which involves the infinitesimals should vanish whereas the expression which involves the arbitrary functions should not vanish. We note here that the conditions are independent in the sense one can integrate the determining equations in both the conditions to obtain nontrivial solutions.
In the following, we analyze these two conditions in some detail.
where the suffix refers to partial derivatives. By comparing our case (3) with (B1), we find that the linearizability criteria (B2) and (B3) reduces to
which is exactly equivalent to L 1 = 0 and L 2 = 0. Thus we observe that the first integrability condition which we have derived in the previous section is nothing but the linearizability condition of the undertaken nonlinear ODE (3) under point transformation. It has also been proved that the linearizable second order ODE admits maximal number of Lie point symmetries. Thus we conclude that whenever the given functions f, g and h satisfy the relations (B4) and (B5) the symmetry determining equations (16)- (19) can be integrated to
give maximal number of symmetries. This is also confirmed by the non-vanishing of M and N. Since we have L 1 = 0 and L 2 = 0 one may preassume that the determining equations can be integrated to yield lesser parameter Lie point symmetries only. However, here we are interested in understanding the implications of the conditions M = 0 and N = 0. For this purpose we investigate these two conditions in detail.
To begin with let us consider the condition M = 0 which is equivalent to
Eq. (C1) can also be written as
where P = 2η x + ξ t . Integrating (C2) and substituting the form of P in it, we get 2η x + ξ t = c 1 (x)ξ x + c 2 (x)η,
where c 1 and c 2 are arbitrary functions of x.
Repeating the calculation for N = 0, in the same manner, we end up at η t = c 3 (x)(η x + 2ξ t ) + c 4 (x)η, 
Now, we seek a compatibility between Eqs. (C3) and (C5) so that the resultant equation admits only one variable, say ξ (which can be determined from (32)). Doing so, we find 
We recall here that the infinitesimal ξ has two arbitrary functions in it, a(t) and b(t).
Further we do not know the expression of η as well. So we conclude that Eq. (C7) contains three unknowns, namely η, a and b. We aim to retain only one unknown, namely b alone, in this equation after some differentiation/modification.
To achieve this task we differentiate (C7) one more time with respect to x and obtain 
One may note that Eq. (C10) is free from the arbitrary function a. To eliminate the other unknown η in (C10), we differentiate it with respect to x and get C 1 η + C 2 ξ x + C 3 ξ xx + C 4 ξ xxx + C 5 ξ xxxx + C 6 ξ xxxxx + C 7 ξ tx + C 8 ξ txx + C 9 ξ txxx 
An arbitrary function b(t) which is present in one of the infinitesimals, ξ, is vanishing.
From this result we conclude that while integrating the determining Eqs. (16)- (19) with L 1 = 0, L 2 = 0 and M = 0, N = 0 one will always get lesser parameter Lie point symmetries only.
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